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“There is a place deep in the folds of memory where every thought, every emotion
still lives. They slumber there, together with long lost loves, words unspoken, and
forgotten dreams.” – Phil Marco
.

“Dream of Flight” by Phil Marco. Digital image. Courtesy of the artist.
.
Phil Marco unveils Dream of Flight as part of the group show “All The Places We Go” presented at
The White Room Gallery from March 7 to April 4, 2020. Dream of Flight, a composite digital image,
is a departure from his main body of work in both composition and art making technique.
After viewing the artwork online, art writer Pat Rogers remarked, “The artwork that you shared is
haunting. At a glance, it seems like the work combines classical ﬁguration with references to the
Hudson River School and mythology to create a contemporary narration is unusual. It’s both
powerful and beautiful.”
Phil Marco has created many memorable images for clients worldwide. His signature is graphic
simplicity. The New York Times deﬁned Marco as a Minimalist whose images are sensual, often
surreal, always strong, and deceptively simple.
Phil’s work is represented in MoMA, The Museum of the Moving Image and The George Eastman
Museum of Photography. To see more of Phil Marco’s art, visit www.philmarco.com.
________________________
BASIC FACTS: Dream of Flight by Phil Marco will be exhibited in the group show “All The Places We
Go” from March 7 to April 4, 2020 at The White Room Gallery, 2415 Main Street, Bridgehampton,
NY 11932. An Opening Reception takes place on Saturday, March 7, 2020, from 5 to 7 p.m.
Want to know more? Visit www.philmarco.com or email phil@philmarco.com.
________________________
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